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AN EVENING OF OVERSHARING
LIVE at Small World Music Centre
Entertainer & Author Celebrates the Release of Audiobook
with An Evening Of Oversharing
March 19, 2018 - Toronto, ON. Shawn Hitchins returns to Small
World Music Centre (April 11th at 8pm) to celebrate the launch
of his audiobook A Brief History Of Oversharing. Inspired by
Stuart McLean, An Evening Of Oversharing includes
performances by guest comedians and musicians bridged with
live readings by Hitchins. All-in, a night of humiliation and laughter led by one of Canada's foremost
feisty and fiery entertainers. $20 ticket includes welcome reception and signing, plus a free digital copy
of the audiobook (courtesy of ECW Press). Seating is limited for this performance.

ABOUT A BRIEF HISTORY OF OVERSHARING
A Brief History Of Oversharing landed on Canadian, U.S., and U.K. bookshelves in September 2017 to
excellent reviews and notices. Since then, Hitchins has appeared/overshared on The Agenda (TVO), The
Social (CTV), Here & Now (CBC), eTalk (CTV), with an upcoming feature on The Next Chapter with
Shelagh Rogers. CBC Arts included the memoir in its round-up of 2017 LGBTQ arts and culture
watershed moments. www.ecwpress.com/products/brief-history-of-oversharing
"Hitchins has a gift for telling outwardly repulsive stories in a way that actually draws people in.”
(Foreword Reviews, ✮✮✮✮✮/5)
“Hitchins is willing to excoriate himself to amuse — and, just maybe, enrich — his audience.”
(Quill And Quire)
ABOUT SHAWN HITCHINS
Best known for sparking the global wave of Ginger Pride by marching hundreds of redheads through the
streets of Edinburgh, Shawn Hitchins is an award-winning entertainer who has toured throughout
Canada, the U.S., and the U.K. The live recording of Hitchins’s lauded one-man show Ginger Nation
continues to play film festivals across North America (InsideOut, Cucalorus, SFIndie Fest), and the film
will begin streaming on various platforms later this year. Hitchins is currently developing his next oneman show based on themes and stories found in A Brief History Of Oversharing.
SOCIALS
wb: www.shawnhitchins.com, tw: @shawnhitchins, ig: shawnhitchins #overshawning #gingernation

Shawn Hitchins
An Evening Of Oversharing
LIVE at Small World Music Centre
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Toronto, ON
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